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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

WHAT IS THE ISSUE?
The maritime industry is facing increased pressure on traditional pricing and financing tools. Financing is
increasingly scarce and traditional channels have dried up. Customers make simple decisions made on base
price which makes the competition fiercer to the detriment of some industry actors. The business models of the
industry will need to change to accommodate these pressures.
WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
If the maritime industry does not transform towards new pricing strategies, the customers will leave for
seemingly cheaper alternatives, which utilises the new reality. The finance structures of most industry actors
are not ripe to properly accommodate this transaction into a new business model. Thus, the principles
discussed in this seminar report aims at setting the stage for such a transaction within maritime financing to
occur.
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WHAT CAN BE DONE?
New business models should be built to enable servitization of products. This requires a holistic approach where
finance, pricing and contracting works together to unlock the potential of such a transformation. Servitization
will allow for a new price structure which is sustainable for the industry. The financing principles, which the
firms built on must accommodate this in terms of type, source, contracting and business model.

1 INTRODUCTION
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SEVERAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS HAVE EMBRACED NEW
BUSINESS MODELS, MIRRORING THOSE OF OTHER INDUSTRIES. THEY ARE EMBRACING
INCREASED SERVICE THINKING, RECOGNIZING THAT SELLING A PRODUCT ON A PURELY
ONE-OFF TRANSACTIONAL BASIS IS NOT A SUSTAINABLE STRATEGY FOR GROWTH. AS
FINANCING IS AN OFTEN-CITED INHIBITOR FOR PROMOTING BUSINESS AND SALES WITHIN
THE MARITIME INDUSTRY, NEW BUSINESS MODELS REQUIRE CAREFUL REFLECTIONS ON
THE OVERALL INVESTMENT AND FINANCING STRATEGY AND THE FINANCING OF THE
INDIVIDUAL CONTRACT.
This is part two of a two-part report made for project
BLUE INNOSHIP regarding financial solutions for
servitization within the maritime industry. For an indepth discussion of what it means to change business
models from product-oriented to service-oriented,
refer to the first part of the report. Part one
essentially laid out the issue of integrating finance in
a servitization strategy while discussing the
traditional sources for finance within the maritime
industry. This second report will shift the attention
towards actual solutions and how they may help
unlock the potential gains from servitization from a
finance perspective.

and mechanisms that they apply are not the most
cost-efficient and secure ones.

As emphasized in the prior work of project BLUE
INNOSHIP, many maritime companies have either
considered or have already embarked on new
business models embracing service thinking.
Successful business models usually include a financing
component. Furthermore, to be attractive for potential
customers, business models and financing structures
and mechanisms must appear to be clear and simple,
even if sophisticated processes run below the
surface. However, the typical ways of financing these
contracts vary a lot. Quite often the companies are
exposed to high and unknown risks of the structures

The selected structures and mechanisms represent a
good mix of both existing and new and alternative
solutions. They vary in terms of complexity and cater
for the needs of the different business models. The
structures and mechanisms show possible ways that
often-cited obstacles and inhibitors to new business
models can be addressed and overcome.

1 INTRODUCTION

The aim of this report is to direct a practical approach
on alternative business models and the financing
hereof. Focus will be on the following specific
structures and mechanisms:
 Leasing & Rent
 L/C with deferred payments
 Performance-based finance
 ECA finance
 Servitization
 Scrubber finance by fuel supplier
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2 PURPOSE & PRESENTATION
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THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY IS FACING A DROUGHT OF FINANCE AS TRADITIONAL SOURCES
HAVE DRIED UP. THIS HAS FURTHERED THE EMERGENCE OF SEVERAL NEW AND
INNOVATIVE FINANCING SOLUTIONS, WHERE THE SUPPLIER IS PARITIALLY OR COMPLETELY
THE FINANCIER AS WELL. THESE SERVITIZATION MODELS DISTINGUISH THEMSELVES BY
THEIR ABILITY TO CONVERT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES (CAPEX) TO OPERATIONAL
EXPENDITURES (OPEX). FURTHERMORE, THEY ALLOW THE SUPPLIERS TO ENTER INTO
BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS, WHICH RELY ON RECURRING REVENUE STREAMS.
The need for financing the existing fleet at a global
level (both existing ships and new endeavors) remain
constant at about USD 500 billions. Add to that the
financing of gas cleanup (e.g. by scrubber solutions)
for all ships, totaling an additional 300 billion. This
part can, however, be greatly reduced depending on
the preferred fuel of the ship-owners. They could for
example chose diesel with lower levels of sulfur,
resulting in increasing bunker costs compared to
heavier fuel. This proposes a trade-off between CAPEX
and OPEX. Add to that additional investments in
Ballast Water Treatment equipment and similar gear,
where the implementation has a deadline in 2020.
Finally, many ship-owners of older and newer ships
will need to optimize their ships by retrofitting, so
that they may compete with new ships in terms of
costs and technology. This is especially true for ships
that are chartered out to big line-operators, where
efficiency and costs are vital. If the ships do not fulfill
the demands of operators, there will be other ships in
the waters, so to say, that do.

The above creates a need for additional funding for
the sector in a market where the traditional shipping
banks and the other banks, that mainly show interest
in the sector during the good days, have partially or
completely lost their will to invest. Some may even
have left the shipping market in this late aftermath of
the financial crisis.
Therefore, new solutions are sought out, where the
suppliers are becoming full or partial financiers by
offering alternative financial solutions, accepting risk,
introducing new financial partners, or by offering
servitization solutions, molding CAPEX into OPEX. This
allows the supplier to transcend a simple sale and
move towards a permanent collaboration with the
ship-owner, such an agreement could span 5-10 years
for long service commitments.
In the first report, the degree of servitization inherent
in the different financial solutions was discussed. In
the following sections the financial solutions will be
discussed in terms of their degree of servitization.

3 LEASING & RENT
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LEASING IS AN ALTERNATIVE TO EITHER OUTRIGHT PURCHASE OR RENT BY THE CUSTOMER.
THE FOLLOWING PROVIDES GUIDANCE ON LEASING AND RENTING AS VIABLE BUSINESS
MODELS FOR PROMOTING BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH WITHIN THE MARITIME
INDUSTRY. IT PROVIDES MORE SPECIFIC INSIGHTS INTO THE PROS AND CONS OF LEASING
AND RENTING AS A FINANCING MODEL.

Companies need to manage their debt to equity ratio.
Any use of debt to purchase equipment impacts on
the potential debt to equity ratio. On one level, it
restricts the funds available for investment
elsewhere. Alternatively, should additional funding be
required, this starts to cost more to arrange as the
debt to equity ratio increases.
The second problem with purchasing assets is that
some quickly become obsolete. Computer equipment
is a good example. There are continuous
developments to both software and hardware.
Machines will continue to perform the tasks for which
they were purchased. The problem is that, due to
market developments, these machines have limited
resale value and so they depreciate quickly.
There are generally two types of leasing available, the
first is the financial lease. Here, the lessor is the legal
owner of the asset during the duration of the lease,
whereas the lessee has control over the asset and is
entitled to the economic benefits and risks of

ownership. The lessee will have use of the asset
during the lease, they will furthermore have to pay a
series of payments for the use of the asset. The lessor
then recovers a large portion of the cost if not all plus
interest from the rentals. Normally, the lessee then
has the option to retain full ownership of the asset
(by paying the bargain purchase price). The second
option is the operating lease, which is a leasing
contract which contains terms that are short relative
to the useful life of the asset in question. Here a fixed
cost is paid to the lessor as an operating expense.
Renting typically involves a shorter time period, often
with one year as a maximum length, with the option
to extend after the term at the discretion of both
parties. Rentals are more suited to the temporary use
of assets (land, buildings, or machinery) when the
expectation is that it will not be needed in the long
term. Rental contracts are generally far more casual
than lease agreements, where a formal agreement
with many terms will be drawn up.
Alternatively, if the cost of renting/leasing the asset
is high it can be rented for a short period only when
absolutely needed and then returned. Often this
happens with construction work, where a very
expensive piece of equipment (i.e. a crane) is needed
for a relatively short time period but not afterwards.

3 LEASING & RENT

The lease is a contract whereby one party, the lessor,
grants the right to use a particular good for a period
of time to the other party, the lessee (or tenant),
which will pay for the transfer of the right to use a
fixed amount regularly.
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There's no need to buy the asset or even lease it for
several years, so a short rental period is appropriate.
Rental costs are always expensed on the income
statement for both accounting and tax purposes.
Issues to consider when leasing or renting:

Lease, rent or purchase?
Whether you lease or purchase, the process of making
an investment decision is in many ways the same.
Whether the target investment is a new fleet of
vehicles for the corporate sales team or a new
production facility in Eastern Europe. All investment
decisions need to be taken in the context of
opportunity cost — if funds were not used on one
project, how could they be used?

In some industries assets become outdated within 1
or 2 years, and a lease could leave you holding
outdated assets for 5 or 10 year terms. Ultimately the
decision to lease or rent depends on your needs and
your industry.
Secondly, as with any contract, there is a
counterparty risk to be evaluated. Because the asset
remains the property of the leasing company, if it fails
there is a risk (albeit remote) that a liquidator will
seize the asset. In practice, as long as the lessee is
meeting its obligations under the terms of the lease
contract, it will be generating cash for the failed
company’s creditors. As an alternative, the lessee
may be given the option to purchase the asset by the
liquidator.

Classification of leases

FINANCING OF NEW BUSINESS MODELS WITHIN THE MARITIME INDUSTRY: II

Risk management
Firstly, the company needs to understand which party
assumes the cost of the depreciation/appreciation in
the value of the asset. This depends on the life span
of the asset set against the term of the lease, as well
as whether there is an agreed transfer of ownership
of the asset from the lessor to the lessee at some
point. This is the fundamental difference between
financial and operating leases. In the case of a
financial lease, the leasing company will try to
structure the term of the lease to match the
anticipated depreciation of the asset. In this case, the
lessee needs to evaluate whether the term of the
lease matches the depreciation. In the case of the
operating lease, the issue is the residual value of the
asset at the end of the lease term.

The standard defines a financial lease as one which
substantially transfers all risks and rewards to the
lessee. The standard provides guidance on the types
of transaction which are normally classified as
financial leases. These include leasing agreements
whereby:
 The lessee has the option to purchase the
title at the end of the lease at a reduced
price.
 The lease is for a major part of the economic
life of the asset, even if title is not
transferred at the end.
 The present value of the lease payments, at
the start of the lease, is substantially equal to
the fair value of the asset.
 All other leases are classified as operating
leases.

4 L/C WITH DEFERRED PAYMENTS
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THE FOLLOWING MODEL IS PRIMARILY INTENDED TO FINANCE THE SALE OF RETROFIT
SOLUTIONS WITH A SHORT PAY-BACK PERIOD OF 1-2 YEARS, AFTER WHICH THE
ADDITIONAL EARNINGS ACCRUE TO THE SHIPOWNER. HOWEVER, THE MODEL CAN IN
PRINCIPLE BE USED FOR ALL TYPES OF SALES, INCLUDING SALES OF RETROFIT SOLUTIONS,
GENERAL EQUIPMENT AND INTEGRATED PRODUCT-SERVICE SOLUTIONS.
The general structure of such agreements is as
follows: First the supplier obtains info about the
buyer's bank relation before final negotiations. The
supplier here obtains an indication of his bank's
confirmation charges and interest level related to a
documentary credit with deferred payments opened
by the buyer's bank with respect to the amount,
currency, number of payments and tenor. The supplier
then offers financing to the buyer based on such
documentary credit with deferred payments. The
buyer and the supplier enter into a commercial
Non-cash investments enable the ship-owner (the contract with specific draft of the documentary credit
buyer) to move investments forward without cash as an attachment. The buyer requests his bank to
requirements. In reality they move investments that open such documentary credit to be advised to the
generate savings from new technology from CAPEX to supplier not later than 1 month before dispatch of the
OPEX and hereby move the decision process from the equipment. Upon arrival of a documentary credit with
board to management level. Furthermore, this enables deferred payments in conformity with the commercial
the supplier to offer financing without any financial contract, the supplier dispatches the equipment and
risk on the buyer's future payment ability. It also presents a set of standard documents to his bank for
enables the supplier to obtain a cash payment upon payment. The supplier's bank then checks the
delivery. Non-cash investments offer the lowest documents and calculates a net present value of the
possible cost level as all bank charges and interest deferred payments and transfers this amount to the
are pre-fixed, thus providing no legal costs. The supplier's bank account. The supplier's bank forwards
simple and standardized documentation of the L/C the documents to the buyer's bank for future
makes it easy to implement as it can be finally agreed payments - typically after 180 days, 360 days etc. The
between the parties upon contract signing. This buyer's bank collects payment from the buyer
results in very flexible finance-solutions.
according to the terms of the documentary credit

4 L/C WITH DEFERRED PAYMENTS

The non-cash investment model is characterized by
the following: It is universally applicable, simple in its
structure, cost-effective and fully transparent.
Furthermore, it has limited requirements for
documentation and the need for legal assistance for
the preparation of loan documents. It is easy and
quick to implement, and the equipment manufacturer
or service provider does not assume an increased
financial risk compared to a normal contract with
upfront payments.
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with deferred payments. The process is illustrated in
the figure below:
In the standardized form, the financing is based on a
documentary credit with deferred payments, which is
a well-known bank product all over the world. A
documentary credit is governed by a set of
international standards and rules. This finance model
provides best build-in security for an international
commercial transaction for both the seller and the
buyer. Basically, it is payment against a set of predefined documents. In this model, the number of
documents is reduced to a minimum.
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The financing is based on the buyer's bank's
willingness to take on a risk on behalf of the buyer.
Such bank must be the best to evaluate the
creditworthiness of the buyer and hereby provide the
cheapest security for payment (cost of opening the
documentary credit). Via this model, the credit risk for
the seller is moved from the buyer to the seller's
bank. Also, in this model, the seller can obtain full
payment of the documents in compliance with the

document credit - in fact as soon as the goods have
been dispatched due to the confirmation of the
documentary credit. Finally, this model ensures that
the buyer can obtain easy financing with a tenor of 23-5 years - matching the pay-back period of the
investment. Savings after the last deferred payment
belongs to the buyer.
A more unique variant exists. Here, the proposed
finance model can be used for sale of new equipment
and spares/retrofit plus services. Other costs in
relation to installation such as charges of seller's
fitters, travel- and accommodation costs etc. can be
included in the financing. The seller is protected from
the buyer "walking away from the contract" upon
having received the documentary credit in advance of
the dispatch of the equipment. In fact, the seller can
be secured during production of specially made
components by having the documentary credit opened
in advance of start-up of production. Such a finance
model seems useable for world-wide application.
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1. The buyer and Seller agree terms
2. The buyer applies to his bank (issuing bank) for issue of a LC.
3. The issuing bank issues a LC and sends it to House-bank (advising bank) via SWIFT.
4. The advising bank hands over the LC to Seller.
5. Seller ships the spare parts and the retrofit is installed.
6. Commissioning Report is issued and Seller prepares all documents required under the LC.
7. Seller presents the LC documents to House-bank.
8. House-bank checks the documents and calculates the NPV value, then pays out to seller.
9. House-bank forwards the documents to the issuing bank.
10. The issuing bank checks the documents
1 and releases them to buyer if they are LC complying.
11. At maturity buyer pays for the documents and issuing bank transfer the amount to House-bank. Payment is settled in 4 semi6
BUYER
SELLinstalments.
ER
annual

10
4

5

$€¥
2

11

7

9
HOUSE-BANK
8

11

$€¥

BUYERSBANK
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5 PERFORMANCE BASED FINANCING
PERFORMANCE-BASED FINANCING ALLOWS A COMPANY TO ALIGN ITS PAYMENTS
ACCORDING TO A DEFINED SET OF BUSINESS OUTCOMES, RATHER THAN SIMPLY PAYING
TO USE TECHNOLOGY OR EQUIPMENT REGARDLESS OF THE OUTCOME IT DELIVERS.
SELECTED THIRD-PARTY FINANCIERS HAVE THE CONFIDENCE TO WORK WITH CUSTOMERS
ON ONE HAND AND TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS ON THE OTHER HAND TO
ROLL -OUT THESE MODELS. THEY ARE FINANCING ‘PERFORMANCE CONTRACTS’ WHERE
PAYMENTS ARE PREDICATED ON THE EXPECTED LEVEL OF BUSINESS BENEFIT DELIVERED.
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The following provides an examination of two
particular models:
 Self-financing fuel saving mechanism
 Save-As-You-Sail (SAYS).

Save-As-You-Sail (SAYS):

The SAYS model has the following features:
 Money is lent to the owner of the retrofitted
vessel.
 The charterers pay an energy efficiency
Both models are rather simple, yet very useful
premium in addition to the charter rate.
examples of variations of performance-based
 The vessels are under short term charter and
financing vehicles. Being self-financing, the models
the charter period at the time of retrofit is
have significant potential to enable the adoption of
shorter than the financing period.
new and old technologies, primarily retrofitting.
 It enables successive chartering without
Thereby balancing CAPEX and OPEX payments to meet
change of agreements or terms (except
the cash flow expectations of the customers
between owner and charterer).
(reducing fuel payers’ operating costs, while requiring
 It is based on alterations to normal
zero capital expenditure). However, these models
agreements.
require the involvement of third-party financiers in
 It does not require the formation of new a
order to address the funding and liquidity
company.
requirements and longer contracting periods in order
to recoup the investments. Also, these models require Self-financing fuel saving mechanism:
proper MRV systems and procedures in place to The SFFSM offers the shipping industry a method for
monitor, report and verify actual performance against overcoming its barriers of capital and split incentives,
an agreed baseline. Maritime companies with and also allows the fuel efficiency technology sector
experience in applying performance-based financing to address its specific barrier of a lack of
uses an impartial and objective institution for this measurement and verification methods.
purpose. At least in the beginning before a solid trackrecord is achieved. This, however, complicates the There are several barriers to SFFSM. The first is that of
model and results in a costlier setup.
access to and cost of capital. In designing the SFFSM,
CWR addressed the lack of access to capital by

acceptance trials for a new build vessel), and
therefore has not given investors much confidence in
a technology’s actual abilities on the less-predictable
ocean. Fortunately, the advent of sophisticated
monitoring systems has provided a data source that,
with rigorous deployment and processing, allows for
the calculation of fuel savings with a manageable
level of uncertainty.

Another barrier is that of split incentives. The SFFSM
attempts to bridge a common disconnect between the
economic incentives of the entity responsible for any
technical/capital investments into a ship and its fuel
efficiency and of the entity responsible for the fuel
costs of that ship’s operation. The SFFSM is
fundamentally designed to serve charterers, as they
are the predominant fuel payer in the industry and can
ask for the model to be applied to vessels carrying
their cargoes. The SFFSM currently only works for
vessels on long-term charters, or else on owneroperated vessels, as the financier will only invest in
vessels that have a guaranteed contract of
affreightment.

Under Performance-based financing, payments are
based on what is delivered, rather than expenses
incurred. Directly linking payments with results
strengthens incentives for results. As lack of results
can mean reduced, delayed, or lack of payments.
Performance-based financing also creates stronger
accountability by aligning the consequences with
those who receive payments. Selected third-party
financiers have the confidence to work with
customers and technology and equipment suppliers to
roll-out these models. They are financing
‘performance contracts’ where payments are
predicated on the expected level of business benefit
delivered.

When specifically speaking fuel efficiency retrofits,
another barrier is that of a lack of measurement and
verification methods. To overcome a lack of data
regarding the performance of fuel efficiency
technologies, technology providers working with the
SFFSM must be able to guarantee that their respective
technologies will deliver a certain percentage of fuel
savings when installed as part of a bundle of retrofits.
Accurately verifying those fuel savings once the
technologies are installed is fundamental to the
SFFSM, and, the SFFSM therefore requires that
advanced new continuous monitoring equipment be
installed onto each retrofitted vessel.

Different models include:
 Cost-plus-incentive-fee (CPIF), a contract
under which a specific rate of profit for a
given level of performance is agreed, together
with an incentive payment for higher levels of
performance.
 Cost-plus-award-fee (CPAF), where the
agent is paid all reasonable costs, plus a
(subjective) award based on the agent’s work
performance, determined, e.g., by an award
committee. This type of contract is more
subjective than CPIF, and therefore more
flexible, but is relatively costlier in
administration.
 Fixed price incentive (FPI), a contract under
which the target profit depends on both the
targeted costs and an agreed-upon sharing
proportion. The savings realized are shared

Historically, fuel consumption measurement practices
have been highly variable. In particular, the
performance data of fuel efficiency technologies has
been constrained to hypothetical conditions only (e.g.,
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collaborating with Price Waterhouse Coopers and
private equity financiers, based on findings that most
traditional banks are currently hesitant to fund fuel
efficiency retrofit projects on a large scale. Private
equity firms are mainly attracted by the short
paybacks of these retrofits, especially in light of the
performance guarantees provided by the technology
vendors under the SFFSM.
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based on an agreed ratio (McCall 1970; AlSubhi Al-Harbi 1998).
The proposed finance model can be used for sale of
new equipment and spares/retrofit plus services. The
finance model can be used worldwide.
All principal-agent relationships, such as a
performance-based relationship, and contract types
are subject to a number of problems that have been
discussed extensively in the literature. In the
following subsections three general problems that are
of particular interest in performance-based contracts
will be mentioned. These are information asymmetry,
allocative efficiency and the anticipation of time and

resources.
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Information asymmetry means that the principal and
agent have access to different information and can
use this to skew the relationship between the two.
Information asymmetry is a fundamental problem in
principal-agent relationships and can create problems
of adverse selection or moral hazard. Adverse
selection happens when a principal enters into a
contract with an agent on false premises, and moral

hazard is the tendency of an agent to take shortcuts
when the principal does not have easily available
means to detect it. When choosing an incentive
scheme, principals face the challenge of defining
performance criteria and targets that can neutralize
the negative consequences of information asymmetry.
Allocative efficiency means that in a multitask
contract, the agent will tend to put more effort into
more observable or better paid tasks. Effort
substitution, effort distortion, and manipulation of
measures are typical cases of this “multiple tasks
moral hazard” problem. They are explained by the
agent’s tendency to allocate efforts in order to
maximize own margins or in a way that “makes them
look good”, but not necessarily in line with the
principal’s objectives.
The anticipation of time and resource necessary to
implement and monitor performance-based
contracts—define incentive scheme, design contract
format, select parameters, set target values, followup and adapt to exceptions, and handle after-delivery
negotiation—can be quite dissuasive.

Ursus maritime capital
While both SAYS and SFFSM are complex Ursus is
presenting a simpler structure, where only two major Ursus takes technological full risk in their contract, as
parts are involved in the agreement.
well as ex. partial bunker price risk. There are

escalation clauses for big bunker price changes, as
as clauses for minimum sailing days, etc. Since it is a
service contract, Ursus has more of a say on what
equipment is installed (or what operational changes
are made). They work with the equipment

well

Rather than a lease/rent agreement, it is a service
contract agreement, where the service is also the
performance of the equipment and general work on
fuel efficiency goals for the client. The owner
therefore does not actually "repay Ursus" any
capitalized costs on the equipment, which is fully

owned by Ursus for the duration of the contract. But
at the end of the contract, the owner has an option to
"buy" the equipment at a nominal price or extend the
service agreement but at a new lower fee (not
applicable for scrubbers, only for fuel efficiency
projects).

15
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manufacturers/suppliers for their guarantees to use,
which
is
not
back-to-back
however.
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6 ECA FINANCING
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ECA BACKED FINANCING HAS LONG BEEN INTEGRAL TO A NUMBER OF THE FINANCINGS
SEEN IN THE MARITIME SPHERE. THE GENERAL DEARTH OF FINANCING DUE TO IN
PARTICULAR THE TRADITIONAL SHIPPING BANKS REDUCED EXPOSURE TO THE INDUSTRY,
THE IMPORTANCE OF ECA FINANCING IS INCREASING AND HAS LED TO A RENEWED
INTEREST IN THE FINANCING OPTIONS THEY CAN PROVIDE. ECA FINANCING NOW
CONSTITUTES 25% OF ALL LOANS IN 2014 COMPARED TO ONLY 8% IN 2007.
ECAs have increased in number and activity. This has
encouraged the development of more competitive
premiums and innovative products for borrowers.
Governments are also providing greater scope for
ECAs to offer financial products to borrowers that
would normally be offered by the private sector
market players, seeking to side-step commercial
lenders and their associate liquidity limitations
altogether.

content requirements. In addition, traditional
concerns relating to control of consents (and which
matters require consent of the ECA), veto rights of the
ECA to waive defaults or enforce, whether to include
ECA as a majority lender, how breakage costs and
increased costs can be covered, transferability and
subrogation - are all points which need to be
addressed between the borrower, the commercial
lender and the ECA.

Within the maritime industry ECAs have historically
focused their product offering to provide for either
direct lending where the ECA provides an export credit
loan, tranche direct to the buyer.

The following are key considerations that need to be
made in ECA transactions: competitive cost of funds,
counterparty risk minimized and documentary and
timing points

Interest subsidies can also form part of an export
credit financing structure, where the ECA assumes the
risk of the interest rate for the transaction by
supporting the interest rates or offering a low longterm fixed rate (CIRR based). Whatever combination is
used, obtaining ECA support has, in the context of the
current market conditions, become a necessary
element of securing finance for especially larger,
more expensive projects.
It is worth remembering that ECAs are governmental
or quasi-governmental organizations and as such the
support they provide is often limited by regulatory
framework and local rules, including minimal local

An ECA based financing can as described above be a
good and solid solution. However, an ECA solution can
include one or more elements and vary from a cover
of a single risk to a complex model. The most complex
models include providing guarantees and financing by
the ECA in close co-operation with other private and
quasi private financial institutions and even foreign
ECA's.
ECA financing can be simple (standard product)
and/or very complex (standard products combined
with special solutions) and in fact be compared to a
"Swiss knife" with a lot of tools to be used alone or in

An ECA coverage can include several financial tools
covering risks on the buyer related to a span of time
from pre-contract to and including repayment of
credit, the buyer walking away from the contract
without taking delivery and paying agreed
cancellation fees etc. (seller has started-up
production and incurred costs to materials and labor
and confirmed purchases from suppliers not yet
delivered) plus the buyer's unfair calling on bonds
issued in his favor by the seller (bid bonds, payment
bonds, performance bonds and warranty bonds).
Credit risk:
Please see separate sections re. "Seller's credit,
Buyer's credit, Multiple ECA involvement"
Production risk:
In case the buyer walks away from a commercial
contract being enforced there will always be an
economical loss involved. The level of costs will be
related to the type of goods/equipment/service
(equipment) involved. In case it is a standard
equipment said equipment can be put on stock and
sold again to a third party and the loss will be
minimal. In case the equipment is designed for a
specific purpose and include a lot of individualized
sub-supplies it is most likely that most or all of the
equipment produced or ordered and not yet delivered
will have to be scrapped. The value of said scraped
equipment and other related costs will be very
minimal, and the seller will realize a severe loss.
Most commercial contracts include a paragraph that
regulate the financial consequences of the buyer's act
of not taking delivery or wish to cancel the contract
and how to settle the costs between the two parties.
The non-fulfillment of the commercial contract by the
buyer can be an unfair act (not willing to take delivery

or to pay as agreed) or a result of the buyer going into
bankruptcy (is willing but not able to fulfill the terms
of the commercial contract). Whatever the reason
might be the seller will in these cases have to realize
substantial losses.
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The seller can protect himself partially against such
losses. Most important is to reduce the risks involved
by requiring payment terms leading to a positive
cashflow during the production period. However this
is not always a realistic solution. The Danish ECA (EKF)
and other ECA's can secure such losses via an
insurance covering up to a prefixed level (EKF up to
80%) of the incurred costs not including a profit
margin. In case of non fulfillment by the buyer the ECA
can decide to continue or to stop production to
minimize the potential loss. The ECA will then offset
the seller's documented incurred costs less
accumulated prepayments received. The seller will
together with the ECA put a legal act against the
buyer and split the costs related and the proceeds
according to the split of risk.
Buyer's unfair calling on bank guarantees/bonds:
Pre-contract, the buyer - especially public buyers often require as part of the bidding documentation a
bid-bond open by the seller's bank in his favor for 2½ 5% of the value of the bid. The buyer can call on such
bond in case the seller(bidder) is awarded the
contract and subsequently is not willing or able to
enter into a commercial contract on the terms
included in his bid. In such case the buyer will have to
start up a new tender procedure including extra costs.
During construction, the commercial contract will
often require a down-payment to be made by the
buyer before the contract becomes effective.
Furthermore, a number of milestone payments might
be applicable. It is standard practice that the buyer
will obtain a payment guarantee issued by seller's
bank in his favor covering all his payments. In case
the seller is unable to deliver according to the

6 ECA FINANCING

combination to solve a problem. To simplify the
presentation of an ECA solution, some of the most
used product/models will be described below.
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commercial contract, the buyer has the possibility to
call on these payment guarantees to get his
prepayments back
The seller is often required to establish a
performance-guarantee for 5-10% of the contract
value. Said performance-guarantee to be issued by
seller's bank in favor of the buyer. In case the seller is
not able to deliver according to the terms of the
contract, the buyer can call on the performanceguarantee to offset some of his costs of not getting
the equipment purchased etc.
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After delivery, the seller generally bears a service/performance obligation for some time after
delivery. During this period the seller is obliged to
repair any faults on the equipment that relate to
design, incorrect production, broken materials etc.
(faults due to incorrect handling and maintenance by
the buyer's workforce are not included - but it can be
difficult to detect or prove who is responsible for the
fault). During this warranty period seller is often
required to establish a warranty-guarantee for 5-10%
of the contract value. Said warranty-guarantee to be
issued by seller's bank in favor of the buyer. If the
seller is not willing or able to repair the equipment,
the buyer can call on the warranty-guarantee

The above-mentioned guarantees issued in favor of
the buyer are designed to provide him with a
commercial contract on fair terms. None of said
guarantees will be called and no payments will be
made hereunder if the seller performs. If the seller
does not perform and is not willing or able to rectify
the buyer can get his money back and obtain some or
full compensation for the costs to rectify the
equipment by a third party.
However, although the seller has performed 100%
according to the terms of the commercial contract
the buyer might call on the bank guarantees issued in
his favor. This action is called an "Unfair call".
The issuing bank will in no way be part of the dispute
between the seller and the buyer and will
consequently not act as a judge. The wording of these
guarantees must clearly state if a simple call from the
buyer or a final verdict by a court/arbitration initiates
prompt payment. The issuing bank then has to pay
and will seek reimbursement at the seller for said
payment. The seller can then raise a legal claim
against the buyer, but in many cases the money has
gone.

Next, three central aspects of ECA finance will be
discussed. They are seller’s credit, buyer’s credit and
the issue of multiple ECAs.
Seller’s Credit
This is a simple construction, which covers the risk for
non-payment well, alongside being relatively cheap. It
improves the seller’s balance sheet and creditworthiness and is well known internationally.
It consists of a commercial contract between seller
and buyer. The seller offers a credit for max. 85% of
the contract value. Min. 15% of the contract value to
paid latest upon delivery/dispatch of the goods. The
ECA then assesses the creditworthiness of the buyer
and the political and economic situation of the
country where the buyer is located. Based on a
positive evaluation the ECA secures a pre-determined
percentage (typically 80%) of future payments via a
guarantee issued in favor of the seller. The seller must
bear the risk on the balance of credit and is not
allowed to sell off this portion of the credit to reduce
his risk because the ECA hereby urges the seller to
select his buyers carefully. Furthermore, the seller
pays ECA a fee for taking the risk calculated on the
amount of risk, the tenor and the commercial and

political risk involved. The buyer then repays the
credit directly to the seller. In case of non-payment
the ECA pays their proportion of the missing
installment to the seller and starts a legal claim
against the buyer. The ECA and the seller will split any
proceeds according to the agreed risk sharing. In the
special case of non-payment due to the seller's
default the ECA will bear no risk.
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The above describes a standard ECA solution. ECAs
need info about buyer and the main contract details.
The political risk on buyer's country is normally
assessed on a current basis and thus well known to
the ECA. More unique cases can include financing
provided by the seller's or the buyer's bank relation
and the payment guarantee issued by the ECA can
proportionally be assigned to said finance institution.
The risk of non-payment can be reduced via the use of
a number of tools among those bank products such as
payment guarantees in the form of bank guarantees in
favor of the seller issued by the buyer's bank or
documentary credits opened by same. The ECA
product can be adjusted to include tools that are
custom to the local market of the buyer.
Buyer’s credit
This financial construction adds significant
complexity. It does, however cover the risk for nonpayment and financing. It involves a number of
charges (to bank/-s, legal and financial advisors etc.)
and is only applicable for large transactions (100 mill
Dkk plus). Credit is based on the buyer's
creditworthiness and/or the back-up security
package.
The seller initiates on behalf of the buyer the contact
to the ECA and/or bank, but the seller is not involved
in the financial solution at all - consequently the seller
takes no part in the financing.
For a commercial contract between seller and buyer,
the seller offers a credit for max. 85% of the contract

6 ECA FINANCING

The seller can to some extend protect himself against
losses related to unfair calls via the wording of the
guarantees. Although most buyers only accept "Ondemand guarantees" the seller can in many cases
include some terms such as "payment under this
guarantee can only be made after seller has not
fulfilled his obligation to deliver under the commercial
contract and calls cannot be made earlier than
dd.mm.yy. (latest date of delivery)" or "payment
under this guarantee can only be made if the buyer
has fulfilled his obligations in relation to the
commercial contract hereunder established an
irrevocable unconditional documentary credit covering
the final installment at the latest dd.mm.yy."
However, such wording is not always possible.
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value. Min. 15% of the contract value to paid latest
upon delivery/dispatch of the goods, however the
seller will obtain full payment and the credit will be
provided by an involved financial institution typically
located in seller's country but can also be close
related to the buyer. The ECA assesses the
creditworthiness of the buyer and the political and
economic situation of the country where the buyer is
located. Based on a positive evaluation the ECA
secures a pre-determined percentage of future
payments via a guarantee issued in favor of the
financial institution involved. The financial institution
must bear the risk on the balance of credit. For buyers
located in LDC's it is a normal requirement, that a
bank located in buyer's country is involved to handle
the prompt repayment of the credit. This could also
involve issuance of payment guarantees on behalf of
the buyer. The buyer pays ECA a fee for taking the risk
calculated on the amount of risk, the tenor and the
commercial and political risk involved. The buyer also
repays the credit directly to the financial institution.
In case of non-payment the ECA pays their proportion
of the missing installment to the financial institution
and starts a legal claim against the buyer/buyer's
bank in case he has guaranteed the repayment. The
ECA and the financial institution will split any
proceeds according to the agreed risk sharing.

issued by the ECA can proportionally be assigned to
said financial institution. The risk of non-payment can
be reduced via the use of a number of tools among
those bank products such as payment guarantees in
the form of bank guarantees in favor of the lender
issued by the buyer's bank or documentary credits
opened by same. Same bank products can be used in
relation to the release of milestone payments. The
ECA product can be adjusted to include tools that are
custom to the local market of the buyer.
Multiple ECAs
Multiple ECAs are applicable when a large export
transaction involves substantial supply in value from
two or more countries. In such situations two or more
ECAs can cover the risk involved proportionally to the
origin of the supply. Generally, the ECAs involved
arrange for main cover and sub cover (inter ECA
cover). This simple construction can be seen from
seller's and/or buyer's point of view. Using multiple
ECAs grants several benefits: they cover the risk for
non-payment, they are relatively cheap compared
with traditional bank financing in difficult market
environments, and they improve the seller's or buyer's
balance sheet and creditworthiness depending on the
financial structure.

A relative large portion of the contract value relates to
These commercial contracts are often very complex, sub-supply from another country than the country in
takes long time from start until final delivery and which the seller is located. The seller offers a credit
include milestone deliveries and payments. for maximum 85% of the contract value. Minimum 15%
Consequently, the commercial contract and the of the contract value thus has to be paid at the latest
buyer's credit must be aligned to permit release of upon delivery/dispatch of the goods. The ECAs assess
partial payments. However, the commercial contract the creditworthiness of the buyer and the political and
and the buyer's credit are not at all interlinked legally. economic situation of the country where the buyer is
located. Based on a positive evaluation the ECAs
For a standard ECA solution, the ECAs need info about secures a pre-determined percentage of future
buyer and the main contract details. The political risk payments via an insurance issued in favor of the seller
on buyer's country is normally assessed on a current or a financial institution in case of a buyer's credit.
basis and thus well known to the ECA. More unique The seller or the financial institution must bear the
cases can include financing provided by the seller's or risk on the balance of credit. The seller, or the buyer
the buyer's bank relation and the payment guarantee in case of a buyer's credit, pays the ECAs a fee for

In this variant, the buyer repays the credit directly to
the financial institution. In case of non-payment the
ECA pays their proportion of the missing installment to
the financial institution and starts a legal claim
against the buyer/buyer's bank in case he has
guaranteed the repayment. The ECA and the financial
institution will split any proceeds according to the
agreed risk sharing, and so forth as for the buyer’s
credit mentioned.
Several ECAs already cooperate on agreements to
cover such solutions. In some cases, the ECA located
in the seller's country may act on behalf of all involved
ECAs towards the seller and/or the buyer, so the
multiple ECA involvement does not materialize in the
commercial and financial agreements signed by the
buyer but will only be a matter between the involved
ECAs. Apart from the involvement of several ECAs the
model is a standard ECA solution. ECAs need info
about buyer and the main contract details. The
political risk on buyer's country is normally assessed
on a current basis and thus well known to the ECAs. Is
mainly used for buyer's credits but can be used for
seller's credit if the amount involved is large enough.
Shopping Lines
For seller’s and buyer’s credits EKF assesses the
creditworthiness of the buyer/borrower in relation to
a single transaction between said buyer and a single
supplier or a consortium of suppliers.
In addition to the above mentioned traditional security
packages EKF now offers to support financing of
Danish exports with a new product – Shopping lines.
Basically, EKF assesses the creditworthiness of a
buyer in general and sets a frame for said buyer’s
ability to obtain EKF backed financing within a defined
credit line detailing terms and conditions such as
payment terms, tenor, repayments, required

securities etc. Such shopping line is typically available
for same buyer’s purchase from several Danish
suppliers. The purchase must be effectuated within a
certain timeframe – for example 12 months – but does
not have to be related to same overall transaction.
Hereafter EKF reassesses the buyer’s financial and
commercial performance and decides for a
prolongation of the shopping line for a new 12-month
period. Such reassessment could result in an
increase/reduction of the line and a change and
modification of the terms and conditions if needed.
Seen from the view of the exporter a shopping line is
comparable with the buyer’s credit facility and works
same way. The exporter is paid in full upon delivery
and the credit is a matter between the lending
bank/financial institution backed by EKF and the
buyer/borrower.
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Hereby the efforts put into EKF’s assessment of the
buyer’s creditworthiness can be used as a marketing
tool by the Danish exporters, who can offer credit to
an approved buyer on terms and conditions already
agreed. Furthermore, the often high legal and
administrative costs can be reduced substantially
because once the shopping line has been established
all documentation etc. can be reused or amended as
needed to include new business transactions.
Basically, such shopping line works as an overdraft
credit facility that can be freely utilized within its
limit. Such solution provides both the exporter and the
buyer with a high degree of flexibility and due to the
pre-assessed creditworthiness of the buyer the
handling time for approval and implementation of new
deals is minimal.
Shopping lines can be used for Danish exports to
yards. The yards can obtain credit during the
production phase of the vessel. Hereby the suppliers
are paid upon delivery of their respective supplies,
and they don’t have to wait for payments until the
vessel is delivered. EKF can take part in financing of
the vessel via direct arrangements between the ship-

6 ECA FINANCING

taking the risk calculated on the risky amount, the
tenor and the commercial and political risk involved.
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owner and EKF (please see separate description).
However, EKF will not offer indirect financing of a
ship-owner via long term financing of the vessel by
the yard, and consequently the financing of the yard
Shopping lines can also be available for ship-owners
to finance their current purchase of new equipment
and spares for their fleet, and maybe this segment
will be the most interesting for this new financial
product.
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The set-up of a shopping line can be initiated by a
single exporter, who foresee a number of future sales
transactions of a certain magnitude with same buyer,
or by several Danish exporters, who plan to export to
same buyer either on a current basis or with relation

is restricted per ship until full payment of the vessel
upon final delivery.

to large projects. In case of the latter mentioned
group of suppliers the contact to EKF could be
established via their interest organization for example
Danish Maritime. If EKF considers that a shopping line
could be interesting and workable contact will be
made to the buyer for gathering sufficient financial
and commercial information and to discuss and
negotiate the terms and conditions, and upon
finalization of all documentation the line will be
available for new business.

Figure 1: Source EKF

Ship financing:

Financing of the vessel:
EKF supports export of Danish goods and services,
inclusive the sale of vessels build at Danish yards for
foreign owners. Vessels build at Danish yards for
Danish owners are also considered export as these

vessels are expected to be operated in international
waters and to generate income for Denmark.
EKF can participate in the financing of new build
vessels by guaranteeing the ship-owner’s future
repayment of the principal plus interest. The

EKF requires that the commercial contract includes a
down payment of minimum 15% to be paid latest at
delivery of the vessel by the yard. A credit of the
balance of up to 85% can be arranged subject to an
acceptable assessment of the creditworthiness of the
buyer (the future ship-owner), and the level of credit
risk other commercial partners are willing to take – in
most cases commercial banks. The financing will be
arranged by the bank/banks and EKF can guarantee
repayment of a portion of the total loan, representing
the element of Danish interest of the deal. EKF can
guarantee both the commercial and the political risks
involved.

from Danish sub-suppliers. The sub-supply can consist
of both Danish and non-Danish equipment but must
include an acceptable Danish contend or interest. EKF
can guarantee the lending bank on same conditions as
described above but has the possibility to issue full
cover of the value of the Danish supply contract, as
long as the vessel in total is financed 15%/85%.

Financing during construction:

Drawings can be made during the construction
process in milestones or at delivery and to be used to
pay the yard accordingly.

A Danish yard's need of liquidity during construction
of the vessel might not be covered by the payment
terms of the ship sales contract and/or via the yard's
current bank facilities. This can be due to a large
contend of sub-supply based on payment terms not
marching the payment terms of the vessel.
Consequently, the yard has to finance the balance via
their bank. However, said bank/banks might find an
increase of the present level of facilities too risky often due to the high amounts involved in ship
building. EKF can facilitate Danish yards in obtaining
the needed access to liquidity by guaranteeing the
providing bank for part or all of said incremental risk.
Hereby EKF will play a very important role in the
construction process. Such a solution is in general
based on an assessment of the creditworthiness of
the yard, the commercial contract for the newbuilding, the financial standing of the ship-owner and
that long-term financing of the new-building is in
place, the level of credit lines provided by the yard's
bank/banks etc.

In general, EKF will require the same type of security
for the loan (guarantee) as provided for the other
lending partners and in proportion to each part’s
involvement. If the lending banks has a first mortgage
over the vessel, EKF participates in this mortgage
proportionally with the other lenders and so forth in
case of other securities.

Such financing of the yard will solely take place during
construction and will terminate upon delivery and
payment of the vessel. EKF shall not finance the
vessel after delivery via financing provided by the
yard. After delivery the yard shall be out and
alternatively EKF can finance the owner as described
above.

EKF can also participate in financing of non-Danish
ship-owners’ new-buildings at non-Danish yards, but
then limited to the contractual value of the supply

Financing of Danish sub-suppliers:

EKF will not become a direct lender but will arrange
financing via a bank by guaranteeing said bank’s
lending. Alternatively, EKF can provide financing via
the Eksport Låne Ordningen (ELO) and/or via Danish
Pension Funds. The latter solution will also be based
on EKF guaranteeing the lender.
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EKF can assist Danish sub-suppliers in obtaining new
orders of a certain financial magnitude by

6 ECA FINANCING

participation of EKF requires the involvement of a
commercial acceptable Danish or international bank or
banking consortium. Furthermore, the commercial
contract must follow the OECD rules for that specific
sector.
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participating in the financing of the vessel as
described above.
Furthermore, EKF can insure the payments from the
yard to the sub-supplier via traditional ECA products.
EKF can also cover a substantial portion of the subsupplier's financial risks from the bidding point
through the building process until final payment via a

large number of insurances (cover for unfair calls on
bonds) and via guarantees issued in favour of his bank
to facilitate the availability of needed credit and
bonding lines.
Finally, EKF can facilitate export to both ship-owners
and to yards via the set-up of a shopping line.

7 SERVITIZATION
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THE FINAL ALTERNATIVE FINANCIAL SOLUTION CONSIDERED HERE IS SERVITIZATION,
WHERE THE SUPPLIER AND THE SHIP-OWNER AGREES UPON A LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIP
WHERE THE PURCHASE, SERVICE AND SOMETIMES EVEN OPERATION IS SPLIT UP AS OPEX
ACROSS THE LIFETIME OF THE ASSET.

The equipment can also be upgraded via spare-parts
with new features leading to lower consumption of
fuel or lubrication oil etc. and hereby increase the
value of the vessel due to better performance and
consequently improved potential of earnings. Such
parts also known as retrofit are often used to upgrade
the vessel’s performance and hereby to make it
competitive with other vessels in tough markets.
The suppliers and the ship-owners have established
closer relations during the latest decades and their
cooperation can best be described as partnerships

rather than supplier/buyer relations. Such new
relations are known in other industries for example
within the car industry, where a service agreement
can be added to the sale of a car to the end-user (or
to a leasing company). Hereby all services including
spare-parts etc. are handled by the car dealer/garage
at a prefixed price. In case of damage and/or service
it’s handled according to the service agreement that
also includes providing a substitution car until the car
is returned. In reality the car dealer provides mobility
to the car user.
Same type of service agreements can be established
between suppliers and ship-owners. The service
agreement can even include that the supplier operate
and maintain the equipment by the supplier’s own
employees. Such service agreements are known as
Operation and Maintenance agreements (O&M
agreements).
The supplier and the ship-owner are in regular contact
concerning the performance of the vessel and the
installed equipment. Firstly, the supplier can give
advice to the ship-owner on proper use of the
equipment and how to maintain it. Secondly the
supplier has access to BIG DATA concerning his own

7 SERVITIZATION

Traditionally the yards and the various suppliers of
equipment offered spare-parts and service to
maintain the performance of a vessel. Such activities
include among other things overhauls of the entire
vessel during regular dockings, supply of spare-parts
for the engines and other equipment. Furthermore,
the suppliers were engaged with production and
supply of spare-parts and services in case of breakdowns of important equipment. Therefore, it was of
utmost importance to be included on MAKERS LIST
when a new building was in the planning phase. Being
chosen the supplier had a lifelong connection with the
ship-owner – however in competition with other
suppliers and especially “pirate suppliers”.
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product due to the volume sold to all ship-owners and plan for the services and the related costs and
the contacts with same.
calculate/estimate the net profit on the contract as
well as the cash flow is known to him.
Hereby information on said products’ performance in
general can be included in the future advices and An example:
services provided.
MAN Diesel & Turbo (MDT) is one of the leading
marine suppliers for propulsion and auxiliary
Furthermore, all works performed in accordance with equipment. MDT offers different types of service
a service agreement are documented including the old agreements (all fees are due on a monthly basis):
parts removed and the new parts installed. This is an
 Fixed fee per year (capped to i.e. 6000 hours
important element for the Classes’ approval of the
per year)
specific vessel’s further operation.
 Minimum fee for i.e. 1500 hours per year + a
variable fee for exceeding hours
An O&M agreement or a Service agreement will
 An all-in fee – securing 24/7/365 operation
typically be arranged upon the sale of a new build
vessel but can also be established for vessels already In addition, MDT offers retrofit (upgrade of the
in operation.
engines) which is not part of the service agreements.
By entering into a service agreement, the supplier Before entering into a service agreement MDT takes a
gets a better knowledge on when and how the next number of topics into account such as:
service (and of cause the following services) shall be
 Is the counterpart the ship-owner himself or
affected. Hereby the supplier can schedule the
is a ship-management company intervening?
manufacturing of parts needed outside his peak
 The scope of supply and performance
production and make use of the cheapest
 New or old vessel
transportation method from his works to the location
 Pre-inspection before quote and signing of
for the service to be made. Furthermore, the supplier
agreement
can use a more optimal planning for his use of
 Cap and floor on the running hours per year
personnel to perform the service etc. These items plus
 Credit assessment of the counterpart
many other features will lead to lower all-inclusive
 Price calculation
costs for such services compared with traditional last Standard or tailor-made parts
minute actions. These economic and technical
 Currency risk and for which period
benefits should be shared with the ship-owner, so he
 Net working capital issues (stock and
will obtain better service, higher performance and
manpower)
lower maintenance costs as a consequence of having
 Escalation clauses on consumer price index
signed a service agreement.
and producer price index
The ship-owner pays an equal monthly or quarterly fee
throughout the duration of the service agreement, and
consequently the costs and the cash flow for the
service agreement is known. The supplier can also

Thereafter MDT calculates the risk and/or financing
needed related to the service agreement. An example
could be as follows:
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Figure 2: Source MAN

Pros and cons in relation to O&M agreements and
service agreements:
Seen from the ship-owner’s perspective.
 The ship-owner must have full confidence to
the supplier’s ability and willingness to take
on the responsibility and risk at servicing the
equipment, and to perform full operation in
case of an O&M agreement
 Known level of maintenance costs during the
duration of the service agreement
 Should expect less down time of the
equipment due to proper maintenance by
specialists
 Gets better and direct access to the supplier’s
“latest news” in relation to product design,
functionality, maintenance and operation

 Reduced need for own specialists and for
training of own staff. However, this might
also lead to less technical knowledge at the
ship-owner’s organization
 The needed technical skills might not exist in
the ship-owner’s organization especially in
small and/or newly established shipping
companies. A service agreement can in this
case be a must and will also transfer
knowledge from the supplier to the shipowner’s organization
Seen from the supplier’s perspective.
 Best practice is performed at services which
should lead to less down time of the
equipment
 Less down time (defaults with the equipment)
should result in fever claims and lower
warranty costs
 Well known cash flow related to the service
agreement. However the supplier has to
mitigate with risks such as future costs of
own produced parts and parts purchased from
sub-suppliers, the future need for spares and
service etc.

7 SERVITIZATION

Based on the assessment of the counterpart the risk
and financing needed can be mitigated via:
 Agreement on open account
 Combination of bank guarantees and/or
documentary credits
 Risk coverage via the Danish ECA (EKF)
 Risk coverage via a private credit insurer
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 Only original parts will be used – keeps
“pirate suppliers” out
 Quick action and proper handling of down
time or close to down time situations can
reduce the costs and improve performance.
Down time situations might even be avoided
via Proactive maintenance
 Via the service agreement the supplier
obtains important data (BIG DATA) to be used

to improve the service level in general and for
the benefit of further research and
development
 Cements a good relationship between the two
parties and transforms the relationship from a
sale and purchase relationship to a
partnership.

8 SCRUBBER FINANCING BY FUEL
SUPPLIERS
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THE BUNKER SUPPLIER FINANCING APPROACH IS NEW, AND IT MIGHT BE RELEVANT FOR
SOME LARGE BUNKER PLAYERS. THE MAIN ROADBLOCK IS THAT CHARTERERS ARE THE
ONES WHO ORDER BUNKERS AND OFTEN HAVE THEIR OWN AGREEMENTS AND NOT THE
VESSEL OWNERS. SO, FOR AN OWNER TO HAVE AN EXCLUSIVITY AGREEMENT WITH A
BUNKER SUPPLIER WOULD CAUSE ISSUES OF MARKETABILITY FOR THEIR SHIP. FOR NOW,
THIS CAN ONLY WORK FOR 5+ YEAR CHARTERS OR FOR OWNER-OPERATORS AND
CONTAINER OPERATORS WHERE THE SCRUBBER IS BOUGHT BY THE ACTUAL END-USER OF
THE BUNKERS.
operational needs (what is bunkering delays port
operations or sailing time?), where owners will need
to coordinate closely with charterers. It can
potentially work for direct charters, but it would
completely break down if a vessel is sub-chartered
further.

8 SCRUBBER FINANCING BY FUEL SUPPLIERS

One approach is changing how charter parties work in
terms of consumption, by letting owners offer a fixed
consumption for a given speed matrix with no
underperformance clause, and also letting the owner
order the bunkers directly. This would cause some
difficulties in terms of bunker order planning vs.
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9 CONCLUSION
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THIS SEMINAR REPORT HAS OUTLINED SEVERAL FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS TO COMPLEMENT
A CHANGE INTO NEW BUSINESS MODELS BASED ON A HIGHER DEGREE OF SERVITIZATION.
IT IS PART TWO OF A SET OF REPORTS DEPICTING THE NEED FOR THE FINANCING TO CATCH
UP TO THE NEW REALITY WHERE COMODITIZATION WITHIN THE INDUSTRY HAS PUT
PRESSURE ON TRADITIONAL BUSINESS MODELS. WHEREAS THE FIRST REPORT DISCUSSED
THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATION OF BUSINESS MODELS, SERVITIZATION AND THE MARITIME
FINANCE ENVIRONMENT, THIS REPORT HAS PRESENTED THE FINANCIAL CONSTALATIONS,
WHICH COMPLEMENT THAT NEW REALITY THE BEST.
Throughout the report, multiple different financial
solutions have been discussed. Among these were
leasing, renting, L/C, performance-based finance,
export credit association solutions, servitization and
scrubber financing by the fuel suppliers. These are
quite different in terms of complexity and the
individual company should consider its administrative
resources prudently. Furthermore, the subject of risk
needs to be thoroughly scrutinized with every project.
A conundrum here, is the fact that what constitutes
high risk for the principal often means the reverse for
the agent. Information also plays a big role, especially
for performance-based solutions.
The finance solutions outlined here are not exhaustive
as this market is ever evolving. Among new
experiments, we see an emerging tendency for oil

companies to finance scrubbers themselves. This is
essentially servitization, and the industry is ripe with
such examples of experiments on changing CAPEX
(capital expenditures) to OPEX (operating
expenditures) and moving towards a more servitized
future.
This concludes the two-part study on new financial
models for servitization business models within the
maritime industry. For additional resources, visit
http://www.finansieringsportal.dk/ for an overview
and a plethora of resources such as calculation
models, standard contracts and guarantee texts.
Furthermore, as part of the data collection for this
report, several industry interviews and case studies
were carried out. These have been collected in a
catalogue, which serves as a companion piece to this
report.
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